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The non-newtonian propulsion
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The non-newtonian propulsion

Producing a net thrust acceleration without the equal and opposite 
acceleration of a reaction mass -> “circumvents” (or violates) the III 
Newton's Law (locally at least) 

Tipically an electromagnetic device to produce a net thrust without any 
expulsion of matter -> no need of expelling gas/ions

No need of conventional (chemical) propeller nor of any reaction mass (ionic 
propulsion) -> only electric supply (solar cells, nuclear reactors)

Dramatically reduce the mass of the fuel and the space occupied->higher 
velocity

Physically based upon the Woodward effect and other em effects(?) 
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The Woodward effect 

                                      Measurable effects need high frequency in energy 
transfer -> em devices (capacitors at radio frequencies)

“When the dielectric of an accelerated capacitor is submitted to a varying 
electric power (charge or discharge), a transient mass fluctuation arises”  
->propellantless propulsion + other effects 

Mach's principle of inertia implies that a transient 
rest mass fluctuation arises in an object when it 
absorbs "internal" energy as it is accelerated

James Woodward, California 
State University, Fullerton  

-> space vehicle engine             but also...                     ...and maybe... 
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The Woodward effect

Physical/mathematical foundations:

    Mach interpretation of inertia 

    Einstein's Relativity Theory (SRT, GRT)

    Sciama's interpretation

Controversial!   
(apparently?)
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The Mach's principle

The inertia of every system is the result of the interaction between the 
system itself and the rest of the universe 

 “The inertial mass of a body is determined by the distribution and flow 
of mass-energy in the universe”

(Local inertial frames are determined by the large scale distribution of 
matter)

             inertia is gravitational in its origin!

Einstein tried to make it a consequence of GRT

Problem: GRT admits solutions to the Einstein's equations that do not 
satisfy the Mach's principle (de Sitter's vacuum solution and asimptotically 
empty solution, with full inertial structure)

The cosmological constant was (also), uselessly, hoped to make the 
equations solutionless in absence of matter! 
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Sciama's calculations
'50: revival of the Mach's principle

Dennis William Sciama 

Equations of gravitational field: simplest mathematical scheme             

-> vector potential 

Field -> antisymmetrical tensor: the only linear II order eqs that conserve the 
source are Maxwell's equations: 

develope a vector theory of gravity analogous to Maxwell's theory of 
electromagnetism  --> vector approximation of GRT (linear approx.)

Test particle vith v in homeogeneous and isotropic universe (steady)

Additional term: change of vector potential in “gravelectric” field  

~1/R ->distant 
bodies!  

Under this conditions:
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The gravielectric field exacltly produces 
the equal and opposite inertial reaction 
force the accelerating agent experiences  
 --> the inertial reaction forces are 
exclusively gravitational in origin         

If an external acceleration is present, and if                    we obtain

Introducing a body of mass M in the 
nearby of the test particle, we  recover 
the Newton's law of gravity

Sciama's calculations

But:
Is it  actually                 ? 
Yes if the spacetime is flat – critical 
amount of matter in the universe -> 
confirmed by observations. Locally true 
(if phi changes for local masses, also c 
do the same), Brans 1962

Inertial reaction forces are 
independent of time and place <-> the 
masses of things be equal to their 
total gravitational potential energies.
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Other bjections: 

2) Instant action needed: assumed an action-at-a-distance “a la Feynman-
Wheeler”

3) Non-machian solutions of Einstein's equations exist!

 

Sciama's calculations

...after 100y: NO CONSENSUS! 

A final three-laws system

First law: φ=c^2 locally always, or, inertial reaction forces are due to the 
gravitational action of causally connected matter (everything that gravitates)

Second law: m=E/φ, or the mass of an entity, isolated and at rest, is equal to its 
non-gravitational energy divided by the locally measured total gravitational 
potential

Zeroth law: Inertial reaction forces are                                                        
instantaneous

Ken Nordtvedt -> same 
basic results as  
Einstein-Sciama
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The Mach (Woodward) effect

Assume the Mach's principle is true: inertial reaction forces are produced by the 
gravitational action of the matter of the universe through a field (spacetime)

Sciama's theory + Lorentz invariance: 

Lorentz-invariant generalization of Newton's mechanics: write field 
equation for inertial reaction force F for a test particle

gravitational 4-field strength that causes the inertial reaction force (again 
electrodynamics analogy)

In the instantaneous frame of rest:                      

Field=force/unit charge (mass)

                                                                                                                                
4-divergence -> field equation 
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Servant's calculations                                                            Irrotationality

                                                         proper active gravitational matter density

The Mach (Woodward) effect

 (Wave equation)-like               
 Lorentz invariant: 

 Only choice

...straigthforward...using

That is a relativistically invariant wave equation – the field equation of inertial 
response
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The Mach (Woodward) effect

Thus we have:

                                                                                                              
Transient source terms

                                                                            

                                                                                                                  
E.g.: capacitor charged/discharged while accelerated

                                                                                   P=istant power to the     
                                                                                   capacitor, V=volume

Transient proper matter density fluctuation when variation of non-
gravitational internal energy and under acceleration -> proper mass 
fluctuation                                                                                               

         always negative -> production of “exotic matter” (negative mass)    

         “wormhole” term! 
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Application of the Woodward effect (for test and use)

Ingredients:

● High variation in internal energy of the system

Mechanical systems are too slow                             
    -> electro-magnetic devices: 
inductors/capacitors supplied at radio-frequency

● Acceleration (oscillation) 

RM A FM

Basic design:
Capacitor (FM, fluctuating mass): radio-frequency pulse (sinusoidal) -> the 
charge/discharge process produces a periodic variation in the internal energy of 
the dielectric between the plates                                                                           
Actuator (A, lead-zirconium-titanate PZT piezoelectric crystal – expands and 
contract according to a pulsed electric polarity change (with suited frequency) in 
a way that, when A expands the mass of FM is maximized and is minimized 
when A contracts: provides the acceleration (oscillation) to the capacitor   
Reaction mass (RM)
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When A expands, RM moves leftward of Δx.

When A contracts, the mass of FM is smaller – 
RM moves rightward of -Δx', but Δx'<Δx 

This produces a net ΔX leftward

-> non-zero time-averaged force

A stationary force!

 

RM A FM

RM A FM

RM A FM

Application of the Woodward effect (for test and use)

                                                          
MOMENTUM  CONSERVATION         
 VIOLATED? NO!   

The device sets up a 
momentum flux in the 
“gravinertial field”, 
coupling FM to the mass 
of all the bodies in the 
Universe.
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Experimental tests
Tests performed by Woodward

First device – 1989:

couple of capacitors mounted on aluminium rod,                                         
working at the resonant frequency of the rod – 50Hz – 3kV 

   A new experimental approach to Mach's principle and relativistic graviation

Woodward, J. F., 1990                                                                                                                                            
Foundations of Physics Letters, Volume 3, Issue 5, pp.497-506

“...An experiment using this technique gives preliminary results that, to order of magnitude, corroborate GRT.”

 

Following tests

PZT actuators – phase shifted signal subtracion:

First result?

Issues:

Large offsets in signal 
(unknown)                   
Acoustic resonance
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1997-2002

New design: double PZT layer                                                                          
Torsion pendulum with laser beam in vacuum                                                          
mu metal shield

Apparent thrust of ~1μN, too small! No evidence of the                                     
effect

Refinement of the apparatus (acoustic resonance mainly)                                    

Measure of weight reduction (wormhole term)                                                        
    -> positive evidence                                                                                   
mechanical vibrations -> abandoned!!!

Slepian's circuit...

Mach-Lorentz thruster 

First tests: Hector Brito - no clear results                 

Nembo Buldrini & Martin Tajmar (Austrian Research Center)

high precision measures -> clear absence of signal!

Buldrini&Tajmar, Experimental Results of the Woodward Effect in a Micro-Newton Thrust Balance.                                                            in: 

Marc G.Millis, et al. Frontiers of propulsion science (AIAA, Reston, VA, 2009)   

Experimental tests
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Replicators (Oak Ridge National Labs –                                                   
Sandia National Labs): no clear                                                                         
evidence  (no papers!)                                                                                        
Due to “variation in construction DETAILS”?

Other tests by Woodward:

High precision thrust balance

Mach-Lorentz thrusters -> substituted by PZT+capacitor                                  
(more simple)  -> signal: ~10μN thrust (Fern+Woodward2004)

Moved to another lab: try to repeat-> fail! -> instead of try to repeat the 
results make tests for spurious effects!

Experimental tests

Detected issues:

Dean effect: signal by vibrations                                                                    
Thermal effects: thermal expansion -> force                                                          
-> loss of resonance condition for stability                                                             
  -> lower power -> lower S/N                                                                        
Residual air                                                                                                     
Stray em fields

Discrepancy (factor 100!) due to instrumental effects -> agree with predictions   
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Conclusions

Woodward effect: Theory: 

    Works from first-class scientists

    Published papers on peer reviewed journals

    No clear consensus on the results

Woodward effect: Experiments 

    Many claims from scientists at the “border” of academic world

    Many results presented at workshops

    Relatively few papers published on peer reviewed journals (and            
    not fully convincing – (my opinion))

    No clear or repeatable evidence by now    
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Thank you
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